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Most prominent movements: fight for unionization for farm workers (1970) and 

 student walkouts of the late 1960s due to Eurocentric curriculums, high

dropout rates in high schools by Chicano students, and Spanish speaking bans. 

An identifier for people of Mexican descent

born in the United States.

Popularized in the 1960s by Mexican

Americans as a symbol of pride during

Chicano Movement in the 1960s.  

3 Goals: Restoration of Land,

Rights of farm workers, and

education reforms.

Election and support from John F. Kennedy of elected officials, and senator Robert F. Kennedy's

support of farmworkers' boycott of grapes in California greatly aided the cause (1965-1968).

Chicano/A Roots

Activists: Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzales, Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta  



Narrow dichotomous view of society; defined exclusively by a plethora of male identities (el

pachuto, el vato loco, el cholo, etc.) relating to 

male activism and action within society. 

Sexuality and Gender Constructs during the 1960/1970s:

Patriarchal Family Units with large extended

families; oldest male ran family affairs and made

decisions, separate social spheres for men and

women. 

Limited definition of family explained

through marriage and faith; religion is

a pillar of identity. 

Chicano rap music of this period until

the early 2000s highlighted women as

sexual objects to be dominated by men,

and male machismo; toxic Masculinity. 

"Homophobia is seen as a way to defend

a family structure that's under

attack from racism," (Tobar).

Virginity was

 everything to women.

La ley del hielo

"Good Mother" identity in Chicano

rap music.

Joto

Chicano/a queer art scene In LA



Chicana current activists including Deena

Gonzales (Pomona College) are advocating for

Joto studies and have successfully

reintroduced Chicana women's studies into the

curriculum at A plethora of colleges. 

Current views on same-sex marriage in

particular have dramatically changed

as of 2012; 1st time more in favor of it

than against it (52% vs. 34%). 

Sexuality and Gender Constructs Today:

However, 66% of Evangelical Chicanos still

oppose same-sex marriage and abortion

laws. 

Reclaiming of phrase Joto by Chicano/a

community as a word of empowerment. 
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